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SUGGESTIONS

The Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection calls on the Committee on 
Culture and Education, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the following suggestions 
in its motion for a resolution:

1. Points out that this opinion is without prejudice to the non-economic aspects of 
professional sport or amateur sport;

2. Notes that professional and non-professional sport are not just a major social and cultural 
phenomenon in Europe but also a source of substantial revenue since it generates 
economic activity; 

3. Recognises that professional sport must comply with rules emanating from multiple 
sources (EC, Member states, Sports bodies) causing ambiguity in an already undefined
area; 

4. Notes that the recurrence of legal challenges to the structures and rules of sport has 
created great concern, while greater legal certainty would help all actors involved to 
make better use of the advantages the internal market provides;

5. Notes that case-law has to a large extent shaped the legal environment in which 
professional sport operates, but that many subjects need further attention at Community 
level relating to the regulation of professional sport; 

6. Notes that there is often a mismatch between supply and demand of tickets for major 
sport events which is detrimental to consumers; stresses that the interests of consumers 
should be fully taken into account when organizing the distribution of tickets and that 
non-discriminatory and fair ticket sales should be guaranteed at all levels; 

7. Points out that as the televised broadcasting of sports competitions is increasingly taking 
place on encrypted and prepaid channels, such competitions are becoming inaccessible to 
a number of consumers; calls for guaranteed access for the largest possible number of 
consumers to major sport events through the medium of free televised broadcasting; 

8. Supports the principle of the collective sale of television broadcasting rights, in order to 
ensure the equitable redistribution of this important financial resource;

9. Underlines the necessity for better control of the sports betting market, asks the 
Commission to come forward with a proposal ensuring a functioning sports betting 
market in the European Union respecting the sport event organisers rights and preventing 
misuse and corruption;

10. Calls on the Commission to come forward with a legal and economic framework on 
professional sports, while recognising at all times that matters concerning the general 
organisation and rules of professional sport are best left to the national authorities and 
that action on the part of the EU should only be taken where necessary.
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